
Browning Lightweight HHunter Laminated Lever Action Rifle
https://www.europarm.fr/en/produit-15845-Browning-Lightweight-HHunter-Laminated-
Lever-Action-Rifle

SKU Designation RGA
French

Law
Caliber Shots Thread

Barrel
(cm)

Length
(cm)

Weight
(g)

MSRP

BRO2347 BLR Hunter - 30-06 BW972 C .30-06 Spr.  4  M14x1  53  108  3500  
1699.00 € incl.

tax

BRO2349
BLR Hunter - 300 Win

Mag 
BX032 C .300 Win Mag 4  M14x1  53  108  3500  

1699.00 € incl.
tax

The only lever-action rifle in magnum caliber: ideal for battue
Designed for demanding hunters, its mechanics are flawless and characterized by very smooth operation, it
has a removable magazine for maximum safety, optical pre-equipment and a very high quality barrel.

Threaded bronzed barrel M14x1
Varnished laminated wood stock and standard handguard.
350 mm pistol-type stock
Fiber optic sights
Removable 3-shot magnum DBM type magazine

Supplied with grenadière rings and trigger guard padlock.

 

A lever action rifle has many advantages in hunting such as greater speed compared to a bolt-action rifle,
greater capacity than that of a semi-auto, permanent control of the sequence thanks to the external hammer ...,
but usually ammunition may appear too low. This is solved with the Browning Lightweight Hunter which is
chambered in magnum caliber!

Powerful calibers can be found on Marlin or Winchester, but their flat heads and straight sockets do not offer
the best results in terms of accuracy. This is because lever-operated weapons generally have tubular
magazines, which do not allow pointed warheads, which are however much more interesting ballistically (in
order to avoid the risk of self-percussion).

To overcome this difficulty, Browning produced the BLR rifle, a lever of the guard with removable
magazine, allowing the use of the most efficient hunting calibers (.308 Win, .30-06 SPRG, .300 Win Mag,
etc.) which is equipped with a traditional straight magazine, thus authorizing pointed ammunition !!!

Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.
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